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Abstract 
We characterise the directed graphs such that, for every induced subgraph, one can define 
(disjoint) weakly connected components. When oriented, these graphs are exactly the locally 
semi-complete oriented digraphs and we give the structure of such graphs when infinite and 
locally finite. Then we show that the general case can be reduced to the oriented case by 
contraction of the cycles of length two. 
RCsumk 
Nous caractCrisons les grahes orient& tels que, pour tout sous-graphe induit, l’on puisse 
dCfinir des composantes faiblement connexes (qui soient disjointes). Quand ils sont anit- 
symttriques, ces graphes sont exactement les graphes anti-symtttriques localement semi-com- 
plets, et nous donnons la structure de ces graphes quand ils sont infinis et localement finis. Puis 
nous montrons que le cas g&&al peut se rCduire au cas des graphes anti-symktriques par 
contraction des cycles de longueur deux. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of connectivity can be used to define (disjoint) connected components. 
But this is not always possible for the weak conncectivity of directed graphs (because 
the relation which defines the weak connectivity (there exists a path from vertex x to 
vertex y or from y to X) is not transitive), for example, for the graphs in Fig. 1. 
Thus, our aim is to characterise the digraps G such that, for every induced 
subdigraph G’ and every vertices x, y, z of G’ , if there exist paths in G’ between x and 
y and between y and z, then there exists a path in G’ between x and z. We will call these 
graphs decomposable digraphs. The weakly connected components of all the induced 
subdigraphs of a decomposable digraph are the connected components of their 
underlying graphs [3]. 
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Fig. 1 
If G = (I’, E) is defined as a digraph, I/ is the vertex set and E the arc set. We will 
note x + y if (x, y) is an arc, {x, y} E E if x -+ y or y 4x, (x, y}$E if neither x -+ y nor 
y -+x, and xo y if x -+ y and y --t x. If x is a vertex of G, G\x will denote the 
subdigraph induced by V\{x}, r’(x) the outset of x (i.e. {i E V, x --f i}), r-(x) the 
inset of x (i.e. {i E V, i + x]), T(x) the neighborhood of x (r + (x) u r _ (x)). We will say 
that G is complete if its underlying graph is complete. 
Throughout this paper, we will assume, without any loss of generality, that the 
digraphs are connected, with no loops nor multiple arcs. We will first deal with 
oriented graphs (i.e. the digraphs such that if x -+ y then we do not have y -+ x). 
2. The oriented graphs 
In [l], Bang-Jensen defined a locally semicomplete digraph as a digraph such that, 
for every vertex a, r + (a) and r - (a) are complete. A decomposable oriented graph is 
locally semicomplete (otherwise, at least one of the graphs of Fig. 1 would be 
a subdigraph). Conversely, every finite locally semicomplete oriented graph G is such 
that every induced subdigraph G’ of G as a Hamiltonian (directed) path [l, Proposi- 
tion 3.101. So, we have the following: 
Property 1. A jinite oriented graph is decomposable ij” and only ij it is locally 
semicomplete. 
Let G be an infinite Hamiltonian digraph and (pi) i E I, where I is an interval of Z, be 
a Hamiltonian path of G. We shall call maximal complete interval an interval K of 
I such that {pi, i E K} induces a maximal complete subdigraph. 
We notice that a digraph is decomposable if and only if all its finite induced 
subdigraphs are decomposable. We can now give the structure of decomposable 
infinite and locally finite oriented graphs. 
Theorem 2. Let G = (V, E) be an oriented injinite and locallyjinite graph. G is decom- 
posable if and only if 
(i) G is Hamiltonian 
(ii) Let (i, j) be in I2 such that {pi, pj} E E. Then [i, j] is included in a maximal 
complete interval. 
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(iii) Let K und K’ be maximal complete intercals .such that min(K ) < 
min(K’) < max(K) < max(K’); then. ,for euer_y (x, j’. z) in (K‘,,K’) x (K nh;‘) x 
(K’:,K). px + py and ps + pz. 
We note that (iii) always applies (every [i, i + l] is contained in a maximal interval. 
at least itself). 
An infinite locally finite oriented decomposable graph looks like the graph in Fig. 2. 
Proof. Let us show first that the condition is necessary. Let G be a decomposable 
graph. Let P be a maximal Hamiltonian subdigraph of G (G contains Hamiltonian 
subdigraphs. for example, the end-vertices of an arc) and (pi),=, be a Hamiltonian path 
of P. If G\P is not empty, there exists a vertex x of G’,,P and a vertex pi of P such that 
{r. pii E E (G, considered as an undirected graph, is connected). 
If .y + pi. then (r, pi_ 1 ) E E (otherwise, the subgraph induced by ir, pi, pi ~I ) is one 
of Fig. 1 (if i - 1 $1, we can write s = 11;~ 1 and P is not maximal)). Let j be the smallest 
integer of 1. smaller than i, such that s + pk for j < I; < i (j exists. since degree(-) is 
finite). We have ~,~_r + x. We can insert x ‘between’ pi-, and pi; thus P is not 
maximal. Likewise. if pi -+ x, ( . x, pi,_ 1 ) E E and P is not maximal. So, G has a Hamil- 
tonian path (pi), t,. where I is an interval of Z. 
Now, we will give some properties of this Hamiltonian path. 
Let i and j be in 1 such that pi + pi. If j # min(I), then {p,, pj_, I E E, and if 
i f max(l), (pi+~, pj] E E (otherwise, (~1~. p,_, . pi) or I pi, pi+ 1. pij would induce one 
of the graphs in Fig. 1). 
Let i be in I. Since G is locally finite, there exists mini(i) and maxi(i) in I such that 
~j E I, (,j < mini(i) orj > maxi(i)) 3 (pi. pij $E. 
In addition, as I is infinite, it cannot have both a greatest and a smallest element. 
We will suppose, in what follows, that I has no smallest element. 
In this case, for every i in I, p ,,,,,,, /,) -+ pi. In addition. if maxi(i) # max(l). then 
PI + Pl,l<,,,l,l. 
Let i be in I: let us suppose that mini(i) > mini(i -t I). pl,,,n,,,+ j, + pii , and then 
Plllllllji t I, + Pi. which is impossible. ‘Thus, mini is a non-decreasing function on 1. 
Likewise, if maxi(i) f- max(1). maxi(i) < maxi(i + 1). 
Fig. 2 
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Let i and j be in I such that i < j and {pi, pj} E E. The interval [i, j] is included in 
[mini(j), j] which is itself included in [mini(j), maxi(mini (j))]. Since mini is a non- 
decreasing function, for every k > maxi(mini( j)), mini(k) > mini(j). The interval 
[mini(j), maxi(mini( j))] is such that { Pmlni(j), Pmaxl(minl(j))} E E and is not included in 
another interval verifying this property. We will call such intervals maximal intervals. 
In addition, as mini(maxi(mini(j))) = mini(j), pminiCj) + Pmaxl(min,cr,). We also notice 
that every interval [i, j] such that {pi, Pj} E E is included in a maximal interval. 
Let [a, b] be a maximal interval. Let us prove that, for every i and j in [a, b], 
(pi, pj} E E. Let US suppose that there exist i and j in [a, b] such that {pi, pj} $ E. We 
can suppose i -c j and that j - i is maximal. We note that mini(i) # mini(j) (other- 
wise, {Pmini(,) y pi, pj} would induce a graph of Fig. 1). 
Ifi # 4 {Pi-i,Pj}EE. Ifpi-, +pj, we would have {pi, pj} E E. Thus, pj -+ pi- 1. 
On the other hand, we have pmlnl(i_ i) + pi-1 and thus {Pmini(r _ 11, pj> E E, which is 
impossible since mini(i - 1) d mini(i) < mini(j). 
If i = a, mini(j) < mini(b) = a. [mini(j), j] is included in a maximal interval [a’, b’], 
with b’ < b and which contains a and j. { poz, pa, + 1, . . , pbs > does not induce a complete 
subgraph. Thus, we get another maximal interval [a”, b”] with b” < b’ < b. 
By repeating this operation (b - a + 1) times at the most, we get a maximal interval 
[c, d] with d < a such that there exists i in ]c, d[ with {pc, pi} c# E and {pc, pi+ 1 > E E 
(more precisely, pi+ 1 -+ pc). On the other hand, we have mini(max(Z) 2 mini(b) > d; 
thus maxi is a non-decreasing function on [c, d]. As pi+i --f pmaxi(i+ ,), 
(PC, Pmaxi(i + 1) l E E, which is impossible since maxi(c) < maxi(i) 6 maxi(i + 1). 
Thus, G verifies condition (ii); that is to say every maximal interval is complete. Let 
us show that G verifies condition (iii). 
Let K and K’ be maximal complete intervals such that min(K) < min(K’) < 
max(K) < max(K’) and (x, y, z) be in (K\K’) x (Kn K’) x (K’\K). 
By the maximality of K and (ii), prnlnCK) + py. If pz -+ py, we would have pz and 
Pmin(K) adjacent, contradicting the maximality of K. Thus, py -+ pz, and, in particular, 
py + pmax(Ksl. So, similarly, px -+ py . 
So, condition (iii) is verified. The case ‘I has no greatest element’ can be treated in 
exactly the same way and thus the condition is necessary. 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4 
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Let G = (V, E) be an oriented infinite and locally finite digraph which verifies 
(i)(iii). Obviously, every induced subdigraph of G is locally semicomplete and so. G is 
decomposable. 
Thus, the condition is necessary and sufficient. 
Remark. Property 1 holds for infinite digraphs but Theorem 2 does not hold for finite 
digraphs. The condition is always sufficient but is no longer necessary. For example. 
the graphs in Figs. 3 and 4 are decomposable digraphs. 
3. The general case 
Property 1 can be extended only in the following property. 
Property 3. Ecery locally semicomplete digraph is decomposable. 
Proof. Let G be a non-decomposable graph and PI = (xc,. , xk_ 1, .xk = -_) and 
Pz = (4’“. , yI_ I, y1 = z) be paths of G such that, in the subgraph induced by 
{x0, , xk, yo, . , y, 1 ), there is no path between x0 and y,, . Let Xi be the first vertex 
of PI having a neighbor in Pz and let yj be the first of these neighbors. Let us suppose 
that Xi --f 2’j; 4’j is different from y, (since there is no path between .x0 and yO) and there 
is no arc between Xi and yj_ 1. So G is not locally semicomplete. The other case is 
similar. 
The converse of this property is false since every symmetric graph (i.e. such that 
x -+ y - y -+ x) is decomposable. 
Given a digraph G = (V, E) and a subset S of V, we will denote by G/S = (I/‘, E’) 
the digraph obtained from G by contraction of S, that is to say 
u [(s. i), i E V\ S/3j E S, j + i,\. 
Property 4. Let G = (V, E) he a digraph with directed cqvles of length 2. ThefiAlowiny 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) G is decomposable. 
(ii) For etrery pair {x, y} of vertices with x-y. the digraphs G\ ix), G’,,,, (!,I and 
G/(x, y ) are decomposable. 
(iii) There exists one pair of vertices with X-J such that the diyraphs G\,, 
and G/(x, yj are decomposable. 
Proof. Let us show first that (i) + (ii). 
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Let G be a decomposable digraph and {x, y> be a pair of vertices such that x-y. 
G is decomposable; so, by definition, G\x and G\y are decomposable. 
Let C=(p,,pi, . . . ,p,) be a path of G. The sequence C’ = (pb,p; , . . . ,pL), where 
pi = pi if pi~{x, y} and pi = s if pi E {x, y> (if pi = p! ,+ i = s, we take for the sequence 
( ‘.. ,PI-1, p;,p;+z> “’ )), is a path of G/(x, y]. W e will say that C’ derives from C. 
Conversely, let C = (po,pl, . ,p,) be a path of G/(x, y). There exists a sequence 
C’ = (pb, pi, . ,pL), with pj = pi if pi # s and, on the other hand, s which is replaced 
by one of the four following sequences: (x); (y); (x, y); (y, x), which is a path of G. In 
addition, if p. (resp. p,,) is equal to s, we can make the sequence C start (resp. end) with 
x or y. We notice that C derives from C’. 
Let n, b, c be three verties of G/Ix, y} such that there exists a path C, between a and 
c and a path C,, between b and c. These paths can be transformed into paths CA and 
Cj, of G. So there exists a path of G ‘between a and b’ containing only some vertices of 
Ch or CL. This path can be transformed into path of G/ix, y} between a and b and 
containing only vertices of C, or Cb. 
Thus G/ix, y) is decomposable and (i) * (ii). Obviously, (ii) * (iii). Let us show 
that (iii) * (i). 
Let G be a digraph and {x,y) be such that x-y and that G\(x), G\(y) and 
G/(x, y} are decomposable. 
Let a, b, c be three vertices of G such that there exists a path C, between a and c and 
a path Cb between b and c. If .x (resp. y) is not in C, u Cb, then, since G\x (resp. G\y) is 
decomposable, there exists a path between a and b containing only vertices of C, u Ch. 
Let us suppose that x and y are in C, u Cb. C, and Cb are transformed into paths of 
G\{x, y} CL and Cj,. Since G/(x, yj is decomposable, there exists a path of G/ix, y) 
between a and b containing only vertices of C:u CL. This path derives from a path of 
G which contains only vertices of C, u Cb (x and y are in C,u C,). Thus, G is 
decomposable. 0 
Remark. It is indeed possible that only two of the graphs G\x, G\y or G/{x, y> are 
decomposable (in this case, G is not decomposable, according to the property above). 
This can be seen on the graphs in Fig. 5. 
Remark. In Property 4, the implication (iii) * (ii) only means that when applying 
recursively this property for checking if a digraph is decomposable, one need not 
bother about the choice of the cycle of length 2. 
If G is a finite graph, this property, with Theorem 2, gives us an algorithm to verify if 
a graph is decomposable. 
If G is an infinite graph, but with a finite number of cycles of length two, it would be 
interesting to obtain, by applying Property 3 a finite number of times, an oriented 
graph G’ which is decomposable if and only if G is decomposable. This is not always 
possible, for example, for the graphs in Figs. 6, and 7, which stay the same under the 
contraction by {x0, x i ). In both cases, the arc (xi, x2) is transformed in (s, x2) and 
(x2, x0) in (x2, s) and so, the contraction of {x0, x1 ) does not decrease the number of 
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Fig. 5. 
Fip. 6. 
cycles of length two; we will say that we have creuted the edge (x2, s) by contraction of 
190, sr ). 
In addition, we note that the graph in Fig. 7 is locally finite. 
However, in the case of locally finite digraphs having a finite number of cycles of 
length two. Property 4 gives us an algorithm which tells us if a graph is not 
decomposable or constructs an oriented graph with a finite number of steps. The 
oriented graph is decomposable if and only if G is decomposable. This is due to the 
following result. 
Lemma 5. Let G be a locally$nite decomposable graph such thut there exists (I sryuer~~~ 
of’graph.s:(G,=G,G, =Go/~xo,~oJ,.‘.(~n=G,,..,~(.~,-,,~,,~l~ . ..)such that 
Gi = (Vi, E;), .~itfl’i (in Gi). 
The edge {xi, yi} is created by contraction of ixi~ 1.4‘i_ 11. Then the seyurncr~ 
(GO, . , G,,, . ) is,jnite. In addition, its maximum lemgth is (deg(.q)) + deg(y,,)). 
Proof. We will identify the vertices of Gi and their transformation by contraction of 
(Xi, ~~1, except for xi and 4’i whose transformation will be denoted si. We can suppose 
that .‘ci+, = si. 
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Fig. 7 
Let us show that yi is a neighbor (in G) of x0 or y,. 
InGi_i,y,isaneighborofxi_,andyi_,. If yi~xi_ 1 in G, the edge {xi, yi} would 
not be created by contraction of {xi- 1, yi_ 1}. Likewise, we do not have yi++yi_ 1 in G. 
Let j be an integer of [l, i[ such that yi is a neighbor of xj or yj and that (in Gj) 
neither yiwxj nor yi++yj. Ifyi is a neighbor Of Xj, then, since xj = Sj_ 1, yi is a neighbor 
of xj_ 1 or yj_ 1 but we have neither yic)Xj_ 1 nor yittyj_ 1. If yi is a neighbor of yj, 
since if yj + xj- 1, we have yj_ 1 + yj and neither xj_ 1 + yj nor yj -+ yj_ 1 (and if 
xj-1 + yj, we have yj + yj_1 and neither yj + xj_1 nor yj_i + yj), whatever the 
orientation of (yi, yj}, yi is a neighbor of yj- 1 or xj- 1 (otherwise, {yi, yj, yj_ I} or 
{yi, yj, xj-1) would induce one of the graphs in Fig. 1). In addition, if yi~yj_1 or 
yic-‘xj_ i we would also have xi_ 1 Cfyi, which is impossible since the edge {xi, yi} is 
created by contraction of (xi_ 1, yi- 1}. 
Thus, yi is a neighbor of x0 or yo. There is at most deg(x,) + deg(y,) neighbors of 
x0 or yo; so the sequence (Go, G1, . . ) is at most of length deg(xo) + deg(y,). 
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